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Owning a Pet in Basel

Can You Have a Pet in Your Home?
Before you welcome a pet into your home, you need to be sure that owning 
a pet at your current residence is allowed. In Switzerland, small animals 
like hamsters, guinea pigs, and fish that you only keep inside your apart-
ment, do not require permission from your landlord as long as they don’t 
infringe on any common areas of the building. Other pets—including dogs, 
cats, and certain exotic animals—come with additional rules, restrictions, 
and requirements for permission from your landlord (unless you own your 
residence) and/or even permits and mandatory training. Check your rental 
contract for any clause banning you from owning a cat or dog at the resi-
dence. The standard Swiss rental contracts often include the requirement 
to obtain written permission from your landlord before adopting a pet. 
Skipping this step may cause great heartache in the long run, so be sure to 
comply!

Small Social Animals
Small pets that are considered social animals—hamsters, gerbils, rabbits, 
guinea pigs, rats, canaries, budgies, parrots, parakeets, and even fish—suf-
fer when they are alone. Therefore, the law in Switzerland stipulates that if 

you adopt a “small social 
animal,” you must adopt 
two or more of the same 
species and be prepared 
to replace them as they 
die to ensure that there is 
never only one. As these 
pets rarely die simulta-
neously, often leaving you 
with only one animal, 
some shops will even 
“rent” you a companion 
animal to keep your last 
remaining pet company until they also reach the end of their lifespan. Check 
with your local pet shop about the minimum/ideal number of individuals you 
should keep for social animals. Swiss law also stipulates a minimum cage size 
for each animal type. Check the website of the Federal Veterinary Office for 
more information on the keeping of pets, broken down by animal type (www.
blv.admin.ch/blv/de/home/tiere/tierschutz/heim-und-wildtierhaltung.html).

Pets can be wonderful additions to any household. Not only can they be a great source of companion-
ship, especially in these socially isolating times, but they can also be a great way to teach younger 
family members about the responsibility of caring for another creature. If you have long been think-
ing about getting a pet, the current situation may be a good opportunity, because raising a pet can be 
a time-consuming job that requires much patience and physical presence, and with the current re-
strictions we tend to spend more time at home. If you do decide to bring a new family member into 
your home, just be sure that you will have enough time for them when life eventually returns to 
normal and the members of your household are no longer home-bound with online schooling and/or 
home office!
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Exotic Animals
For the private keeping of wild animals like tropical birds, snakes, lizards, 
and many species of turtles, special permits are required, and these ani-
mals must be reported to the Cantonal Veterinary Office. Precisely which 
species require a permit is listed in the Swiss Tierschutzverordnung (Animal 
Protection Regulation) at www.fedlex.admin.ch/eli/cc/2008/416/de. You 
will also have to meet the minimum requirements (eg, dimensions, tem-
perature, humidity, 
lighting, etc.) for the 
proper enclosure for 
each animal species. 
Scroll down to Appendix 
2 to find the specifica-
tions for bird enclosures 
(Table 2), terrariums 
and aquariums for rep-
tiles like snakes and 
lizards (Table 5) as well 
as amphibians like frogs and salamanders (Table 6), and aquarium sizes for 
ornamental fish (Table 8). In addition to a permit, the Animal Welfare Ordi-
nance regulates that proof of competence must be provided for the keeping 
of permit-requiring animals. You can acquire specialist training locally  
about the keeping of reptiles and amphibians through www.sara-ch.ch. You 
are also obligated to inform your landlord if you are housing exotic or wild 
animals, and this should be entered accordingly into the rental contract. 
Note that some landlords will not permit the keeping of animals that may 
“cause fright” to other tenants, like snakes and tarantulas. 

Cats
Since most people in Switzerland live in rented apartments, indoor cats are 
the most common 
household pets in this 
country—1.6 million fe-
line companions ac-
count for 28% of all 
household pets. While it 
is not mandatory to own 
more than one cat, it is 
recommended that a 
household have more 
than one (or additionally 
have other pets), so that they can enjoy companionship. If there is only one 
cat in a household, Swiss animal protection law specifies that they cannot 
be kept indoors all the time and should have access to an outdoor space at 
least five days a week. Cats kept individually must also have daily contact 
with humans or visual contact with other cats (for example, through a win-
dow). Cats can only be kept individually in cages of 1 m2 or larger. If your cat 
is allowed to roam outdoors, it should be vaccinated against the common 
infectious diseases, like feline epidemic diarrhea, feline rhinitis, and feline 
leucosis. It is also important to take measures to prevent unwanted off-
spring. Note that it is forbidden to amputate cats’ claws or remove their 
teeth. It is also forbidden to use any type of electrified device to deter cats 
from climbing on furniture or to prevent them from running out of the gar-
den. Cats do not need to be registered, nor do their owners have to pay 
annual tax or liability insurance.

Dogs
If your family is thinking of getting a dog, you couldn’t live in a better place! 
Switzerland is known as one of the most dog-friendly countries in the world. 
You can take your dog on hiking trails and walking paths; on city streets, 
including the old town center; on public transport; into most restaurants 
and cafés; as well as into many hotels and shops. Those that don’t allow 
dogs usually have an area outside with specially designed hooks to tie up 
your dog while you are shopping, and it is not uncommon to see water bowls 
outside of stores or under tables at restaurants to provide refreshment to 

your furry family member. Unlike cats, however, dogs need to be registered 
with your Gemeinde (community), and you will have to pay an annual own-
ership tax as well as liability insurance. The following is some information 
about choosing, importing, registering, training, and insuring your dog, as 
well as some basic rules and practical tips for owning and travelling with a 
dog in Basel.

Choosing a Dog
Once you have decided to get a dog, you need to consider whether you want 
to get a puppy or an adult, a mutt or a pedigreed dog. Keeping in mind that 
the characteristics of the dog are more important than the look, it is es-
pecially important to consider which breed best suits your family in terms 
of activity level, size, barking tendencies, territorial behavior, hunting 
instinct, etc. Unlike with social animals, dog owners are not required to 
get more than one dog. In fact, the keeping of two or more dogs older than 
12 weeks requires a permit, and the annual tax to be paid on the second 
or additional dogs is double the amount levied for the first dog.
It is also important to note that in Switzerland, certain breeds of dogs are 

forbidden unless you 
hold a special license. 
The list differs by can-
ton; in Basel-Stadt and 
Baselland, these in-
clude purebred dogs of, 
or dogs crossed with, 
the following breeds 
that are classified as 
potentially dangerous: 
American bull terrier/pit 
bull, American Stafford-

shire terrier, bull terrier, miniature bull terrier, Dobermann, Dogo argen-
tino, Fila brasilera, Rottweiler, and Staffordshire bull terrier. To apply for 
a permit for a dog from the “potenziell gefährliche Hunde” (potentially 
dangerous dog) category, you (and the dog) will need to meet a specific 
set of requirements; you can find all the  rules and application forms for 
canton Basel-Stadt on the website of the Cantonal Veterinary Office (www.
veterinaeramt.bs.ch/hundehaltung/pgh-hunde.html). Note that the rules 
about potentially dangerous dogs vary from canton to canton, and even 
among communities; it is your responsibility to inform yourself before 
visiting another canton with your dog. In cantons where your dog breed is 
forbidden, you will not be allowed to visit, even if you have a permit to  
own your dog in your canton. For a complete list of banned or restricted  
dog breeds across cantons, visit www.sc-akademie.ch/archiv/
übersicht-rasselisten-listenhunde. 
If you want to purchase a dog from a breeder, it is imperative that you 
diligently research the breeder. There are illegal breeders not only online, 
but also in Switzerland. Buying a dog from such a breeder supports the 
trade of dogs that are often raised in deplorable conditions and poorly 
socialized. When evaluating a breeder, consider the following points: Do 
they breed too many breeds? Are they willing to welcome the potential 
buyer from week 3 after puppies’ birth as often as possible? Do they an-
swer all questions and provide information also about potential undesir-
able characteristics of a breed (eg, intense barking/howling)? Do they 
socialize and habituate the puppies and keep the puppies at home rather 
than in a barn or a garage? Do they know that health is more important 
than looks? Reputable breeders also do not sell dogs on a parking area of 
a rest stop.
If you want to adopt a dog from an animal shelter, consider the Tierschutz 
beider Basel (www.tbb.ch). They are located at Birsfelderstrasse 45 in 
Basel. You can contact them by phone at 090-078-7820 (first 2 minutes 
free, then CHF 1.90/min). Note that due to the pandemic, no drop-in visits 
are permitted; you can make an appointment by email at info@tbb.ch. If 
you are still unsure about whether you should buy or adopt a dog, visit the 
website www.happypaws.ch/pages/adopt-a-pet for arguments in favor of 
adopting your new best friend.

www.sc-akademie.ch/archiv/�bersicht-rasselisten-listenhunde
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Importing a Dog
If you plan to bring a pet to Switzerland, it is important to check the latest 
Swiss regulations. Make sure that you have the correct papers, not only for 
Switzerland but for all the countries your pet passes through. Be aware that 
these may differ from country to country, depending on where your pet is 
coming from.
If you are coming to Switzerland from an EU country, your dog needs a 
vaccination against rabies (at least 21 days before entering), a completed 
pet passport, and an identification (microchip or tattoo; tattoos are only valid 
if older than July 2011). Dogs and cats younger than three months must 
have a veterinary certificate stating that the young animals were kept since 
birth at their birthplace without contact with wild animals.
If you are arriving from third countries (non-EU/EFTA States), your pet will 
also require an animal health permit if they are entering Switzerland via a 
Swiss airport from a “rabies risk country.” Importing certain animals with-
out a rabies vaccination certificate is only possible if the cat or dog origi-
nates from a rabies-free country that forbids rabies vaccinations, such as 
Australia and New Zealand, or if the animal is under 5 months old and 
originates from Canada or the United States (a veterinary certificate proving 
the animal’s age is required). Note also that as of January 1, 2021, animals 
and animal products from Great Britain are subject to the conditions for 
imports from third countries. www.blv.admin.ch/blv/en/home.html 
You can get answers regarding your personal situation with the very helpful 
online tool “Crossing the border with dogs, cats or ferrets” offered by the 
Federal Food Safety and Veterinary Office. www.blv.admin.ch/blv/en/home/
tiere/reisen-mit-heimtieren/online-hilfe-hunde-katzen-frettchen.html 
Note that it is forbidden to import dogs with docked ears and/or docked tail 
unless they have already been kept by the relocating person for a certain 
time before moving to Switzerland. It is essential to find out at customs in 
good time before moving whether the criteria in your case are met to have 
your dog classified as “Übersiedlungsgut” (relocation property). Once in 
Switzerland, the dog may not be advertised, sold, given away, or exhibited.

Pet Passport
The Pet Passport is a booklet that provides all the essential information on 
your pet, including an identification number and proof of all relevant vacci-
nations. The passport remains valid for the whole life of your pet. Pets 
moving within Europe can use a European Pet Passport, which serves as 
the certificate of health and can only be issued by a licensed vet. All vacci-
nations should be kept current by the vet, who also needs to ensure that the 
pet is microchipped, has had the relevant rabies vaccine, and has undergone 
a blood test to ensure that the vaccine is present in the pet’s system. 

Registering a Dog
All dogs living in Switzerland need to be registered in der Gemeinde 
(community) of residence. Dog owners must also pay an annual own-
ership tax for each dog they own—the amount depends on your com-
munity (eg, CHF 160 in Stadt Basel, CHF 150 in Riehen, and CHF 120 in 
Bettingen). If there is more than one dog in a household, you will pay 
the standard annual tax on the first dog and double this amount for 
each additional dog. Additionally, you will need a permit from the vet-
erinary office for an annual fee of CHF 40, which will be collected each 
year with the dog tax. In most cantons, a reduced tax or no tax has to 
be paid for guide dogs, rescue dogs, and the like. Be sure to inform your 
Gemeinde within 10 days if you move away or if your dog dies.
All dogs in Switzerland must be implanted with a clearly identifiable 
and forge-proof microchip (transponder) that contains a unique num-
ber as well as a code for Switzerland. This system makes it possible to 
retrieve data stored in the central database on the dog—owner, dog 
race, fur color, age, name, and sex. Puppies must have microchips 
implanted and be registered within three months after birth, or before 
they are passed on by the breeder. Dogs with chips implanted by vet-
erinarians are registered by the vet with the appropriate offices in the 
canton of residence and in the national pet database—the AMICUS 
database, which replaced the previous ANIS database in January 2016. 
Only dogs with a chip can be sold in Switzerland—if someone wants to 
sell you a dog without a chip, it is illegal! Dogs with a microchip number 
beginning with the numbers 756 have been registered initially in Swit-
zerland; animals whose chip number starts differently come from 
abroad.
If you are importing a dog into Switzerland, you are required to visit a 
veterinarian within 10 days of your arrival. If your dog already has a 
microchip, the vet must register their microchip number with AMICUS. 
If the dog bears a clear foreign registration tattoo, that information can 
be used for registration. If the animal has no microchip or tattoo, your 
vet will implant a microchip and will register the dog with the AMICUS 
database.
In addition to the microchip (or tattoo), every dog living in canton Ba-
sel-Stadt must also have a “Registrierungsmarke” (registration tag, 
formerly dog tag) from the age of 3 months. This tag, which is worn on 
the collar or harness, is provided free of charge and allows dogs to be 
identified even without a chip reader. The tag belongs to the dog for life 
and is non-transferable, which means that the veterinary office issues 
a new registration tag free of charge for each new dog. If the dog chang-
es owners within the same canton, the tag remains with the dog.

INFORMATION DESK (continued)

www.blv.admin.ch/blv/en/home/tiere/reisen-mit-heimtieren/online-hilfe-hunde-katzen-frettchen.html
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Dog Training
Until 2017, all prospective dog owners were required by law to take a theo-
retical course about dog ownership prior to getting a dog. This 4-hour 
theory class provides information on the proper care and costs of owning a 
dog and includes topics like rabies, de-worming, vaccinations, and other 
legal requirements for pets in Switzerland. Additionally, dog owners were 
required to participate in a practical dog training class that teaches the 
basics of handling and controlling their dog in everyday situations, which 
needed to be completed within the first year of owning the dog. Although 
these two classes are no longer mandatory, it is still highly recommended 
for people who want to acquire a dog for the first time to take an optional 
course to learn to train their dog properly. The dog law of canton Basel-Stadt 
expressly states, “Owners of dogs are obliged to keep their dogs under 
control and to monitor them at all times.”
Dog owners who attend and successfully pass such voluntary dog training 
courses can claim a one-time reduction of their dog tax of 50%. (The dog 
tax is to be paid in full and on time, regardless of when the course starts, 
but if you are entitled to a reduction, you will be credited the corresponding 
amount in the following tax year.) Note that owners of dogs that require a 
permit must attend a recognized training course 
(puppy play lesson and/or dog training course for 
adolescent and adult dogs). You can find a list of 
voluntary dog training classes in Basel-Stadt at 
www.veterinaeramt.bs.ch/hundehaltung/
kurse/Freiwillige-Erziehungskurse.html. Dog 
training classes in English in the Basel area are 
offered by WHO LET THE DOGS OUT? (http://
wholetthedogsout-basel.ch/).

Requirements for Treatment and Care of Dogs
In order to lessen incidences of animal neglect, a Swiss Federal Ordinance 
passed in 2008 provides regulations for humane treatment and care re-
quired for all dogs contained within Swiss borders. The ordinance states 
that:
• Harsh physical punishment or hitting your dog for the purpose of 

discipline is prohibited.
• The use of any device that uses electricity, chemicals, or very unpleasant 

high-pitched noises to train dogs is prohibited.
• The use of spike/prong collars is forbidden.
• Choke chains are prohibited when tying dogs, as are choke collars without 

a stop.
• When tying dogs, enough lead and accessible area must be supplied so 

that the dog can access a minimum of 20 m2.
• Dogs kept outdoors must have access to adequate shelter and a constant 

water supply.
• The dog must be contained in a way that prevents injury to, or 

endangerment of, humans and other animals.
• Dogs must have daily access to human interaction (and interaction with 

other dogs, if possible).
• Dogs kept in an enclosed space with limited play area must be released 

and permitted to expel energy daily, in accordance with their unique 
activity requirements.

Veterinarians
All veterinarians are listed in the directory www.local.ch, and most of them 
speak English. If you need help outside of the usual consulting hours, you 
can call the “Tierärztlicher Notfalldienst der Kleintierärzte Basel und 
Umgebung” (Veterinary emergency service for small animals in and around 
Basel) at 090-099-3399 (1.90 CHF/min).
Dogs must be vaccinated and de-wormed regularly. If you travel abroad with 
your dog, it may need more vaccinations than those required for Switzer-
land. Find a vet and talk to him/her about what you need. If your dog goes 
to a shelter while you are on holidays, ask the owners what vaccinations 
they require and then talk to your vet. Plan well in advance, so you have 
enough time to get everything done. www.veterinaeramt.bs.ch

Dog Insurance
Every dog owner should have liability insurance coverage for dog incidents. 
Check with your private insurance provider to ensure that your dog is cov-
ered under your personal liability insurance (Haf tpflichtversicherung) and 
ask them to send you confirmation that you are covered. As a dog owner, 
you are held responsible if your dog harms humans or animals.
While liability insurance for your dog is mandatory, pet owners can also 
elect to buy optional medical insurance for their pet. Veterinary bills can be 
quite costly in Switzerland. The costs for blood tests can be anywhere from 
CHF 300–1,000, setting a broken bone costs as much as CHF 3,000, having 
an inedible object removed from their digestive system can cost anywhere 
from CHF 1,000–2,500, treating a torn ligament costs about CHF 1,500–
2,500, and radiation therapy for cancer costs around CHF 3,000. Pet insur-
ance can cover much of the expense of unexpected vet bills in case of an 
injury or illness. When thinking about taking out pet insurance, you should 
consider whether the policy covers all chronic, congenital, and hereditary 
conditions; if there is a time limit on treatment per condition; if there is a 
financial limit on treatment per condition; whether there are flexible cover-
age options to fit your budget and needs exactly; and how well the company 
is established and how is it rated. If your pet lives a relatively healthy life 
with only minor accidents and illnesses, the insurance may not be finan-
cially advantageous. If your pet is afflicted by a more serious accident or 
condition, the costs may balance out. For a great website that explains the 
pros and cons of dog insurance costs, visit www.moneyland.ch/en/
dog-insurance-switzerland-costs.

Travelling With a Dog
Whether you are travelling around Basel and Baselland, taking a dog for a 
visit to a friend or veterinarian, or bringing your canine companion on your 
hike in the mountains, dogs are welcome on public transportation. Whether 
you pay for their transport, however, depends on the size of your dog. Small 
dogs (shoulder height up to 30 cm), as well as cats, rabbits, birds, and 
similar tame animals, can be taken for free on public transportation, pro-
vided they are carried in bags, cages, baskets, or other suitable containers 
as hand luggage. If these animals 
are removed from their carriers 
during transport, the second-class 
half-fare price must be paid for each 
animal. Larger dogs require a half-
fare ticket (same category as chil-
dren and military) and they must be 
kept on a short leash (www.tnw.ch/
tickets-preise/allgemeine-hinweise).
Similarly, dogs are welcome to travel 
with you on trains for the price of a 
second-class half-fare ticket or the 
stipulated minimum fare; small dogs 
up to 30 cm can travel free of charge 
as carry-on hand luggage, provided 
that they are in a carrier, basket, or 
other suitable container. Dogs can 
only be put on seats if they are in a suitable transport carrier but must pay 
a second-class half-fare ticket for each seat they occupy. Note that the 
conductor can ask that your pet travels in the baggage car if it barks or 
snarls at other passengers. To learn more about SBB dog passes and day 
cards for dogs, visit www.sbb.ch/en/timetable/travel-advice/dogs.html.
Dogs are of course allowed to travel with you by car, where they are consid-
ered as cargo. The law stipulates that they should be transported in a safe 
way, should not be able to disturb the driver or other passengers, and 
cannot fall down. Despite the law, however, a crate is the safest way to 
transport a dog in your car. Doggy seats and safety belts are also available, 
but you should take the size and temperament of your dog into account 
before making your choice. Cats tend to move around during car trips, 
disturbing the driver, for which you can be fined by the police. Therefore, 
they are best transported in a cat carrier.

www.veterinaeramt.bs.ch/hundehaltung/kurse/Freiwillige-Erziehungskurse.html
www.moneyland.ch/en/dog-insurance-switzerland-costs
www.tnw.ch/tickets-preise/allgemeine-hinweise
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If you are planning to take your dog on a road trip outside of Switzerland, 
you should ask your vet in good time before going on vacation about any 
special requirements for your dog, such as extra vaccinations, de-worming, 
etc. You should also check online for current information from the country 
to which you plan to travel (http://ec.europa.eu/food/animal/liveanimals/
pets/nocomm_intra_en.htm). If you are crossing the border with a dog, cat, 
or ferret, a fabulous website with an interactive tool where you can input 
your travel plan and your pet’s age will provide you with a customized break-
down of what you will need. www.blv.admin.ch/blv/en/home/tiere/ reisen-
mit-heimtieren/online-hilfe-hunde-katzen-frettchen.html 

Dog Sitters
Even if you love your dog, sometimes work or schedule conflicts force you 
to be away too many hours at a time. On such days, it is a good idea to enlist 
the help of a private dog sitter, who can check in on, feed, and walk your dog 
for you. Such a service can be hired by the hour or by the day.
If you are planning an extended vacation away without your pet, you will 
undoubtedly need extended care for your dog. There are a number of dog 
kennels in the area, as well as some more affordable options in neighboring 
Germany. Another option that you may want to consider is Trusted House-
sitters. Because your dog or cat is happier in its own home environment, 
you can opt for a pet sitter who lives at your home rent-free during your 
absence, looking after both your pets and your home at no cost to you. There 
are currently 19 such pet sitters in the Basel area (www.trustedhousesitters.
com/house-and-pet-sitters/switzerland/basel-city/).

Important Rules and Laws Dog Owners Should Know
It is important that every dog owner knows the legislation of the canton they 
live in as well as that of other cantons, because they are subject to the law 
of the canton they are in at a given time, even if they are only passing 
through. For detailed information about dog rules listed by canton, visit 
www.tierimrecht.org/en/legal-matters/Cantonal-Dog-Laws. You can also 
ask about the specific dog regulations (Hundereglement) in your specific 
community when registering your dog. The following is meant as a summa-
ry of the most common (important) points:

• Doggy Doo Doo: Anyone who walks dogs is obliged to remove the animal’s 
excrement on public land as well as on agricultural land. The dog feces 
must be picked up and disposed of in public or private waste bins. Fortu-
nately, some of your dog tax money goes towards the installation of dis-
pensers for the practical dog doo-doo disposal bags, which in Basel are 
yellow and cleverly entitled “Kleiner Beutel fürs grosse Geschäft” (small 
bags for big business). These bag dispenser stands are either located in 
close proximity to waste bins for quick disposal or may even be integrated 
into the front of the waste bins themselves. Failure to pick up after your 
dog can incur a fine; only persons who are unable to do so due to physical 
disabilities are exempt from this obligation.

• Leash Laws: In Basel-Stadt, dogs are allowed to be walked off leash only 
in certain areas and only between 6:00–20:00; also, this practice should 
be restricted to dogs that come back promptly on command. Dogs must 
strictly be kept on a leash in all areas of Basel during the night hours 
(20:00–6:00). Also, you are not allowed to walk your dog off-leash during 
the daytime hours in the following situations: public places where a size-
able number of people are present; restaurants and cafés; markets and 
squares; on public transport; and when your female dog is in heat. These 
areas where leashes are mandatory are designated with a circular blue 
sign with a white dog on a red leash. Note that dogs that are seen hunting 
wild animals can be shot, and the owner will be fined. Be sure to check 
cantonal rules when visiting another canton, because the rules differ. For 
example, in canton Schwyz, dogs must be on a leash at all times outside 
of private property. In several cantons, you must leash your dog for walks 
in the woods in spring to protect young animals (eg, in Baselland, Aargau, 
and Solothurn from April 1 to July 31). When in doubt, keep your dog on 
a short leash! 

• Dog-Free Zones: There are many areas in Basel where dogs are not al-
lowed at all. These include kindergartens, schools, children’s play-
grounds, public swimming pools, grocery stores (except for guide/service 
dogs), cemeteries, some areas along Rhein, and more. Also note that 
dogs are not allowed to take a bath in public fountains. These places are 
marked as dog-free zones, designated with a round sign of a black dog 
on a white background encircled in red. 

http://ec.europa.eu/food/animal/liveanimals/pets/nocomm_intra_en.htm
www.blv.admin.ch/blv/en/home/tiere/reisen-mit-heimtieren/online-hilfe-hunde-katzen-frettchen.html
www.trustedhousesitters.com/house-and-pet-sitters/switzerland/basel-city/
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Dog Parks
Switzerland’s first “doggy-park” opened in Basel in 2012—the “Hunde-
spielplatz Horburg” (dog playground) in Kleinbasel. In this 600 m2 fenced-in 
area in the middle of the city, dogs can playfully let off steam together with 
their fellow dogs.
In addition to this fenced-in dog park, you can let your dog play off-leash in 
two non-fenced-in areas. The grassy Hunde-Freilaufareal on Riehenstrasse 
close to the Basel Messe has nice big trees to provide shelter as your dog 
is romping around. The other non-fenced-in dog area can be found in St. 
Johanns-Vorstadt. 
Dogs also love to play in water and since they are forbidden at swimming 
pools, water fountains, and on most areas of the Rhein shores in Basel, they 
have been granted their own bathing areas on both sides of the Rhein. The 
one on the Kleinbasel side is by the Tinguely Museum, where dogs are also 
allowed to jump into the water. The one on the Grossbasel side is at the St. 
Alban-Rheinweg, where dogs can run off-leash and cool off and swim in the 
Rhein. This permissible strip of beach is located about half-way between 
the Wettsteinbrücke and the Schwarzwaldbrücke; look for the signs “Ach-
tung! Freilaufende und badende Hunde” (Attention! Dogs freely running and 
bathing). Note that the dog bathing areas are not reserved exclusively for 
dogs and their owners, so please show consideration for all other users on 
land and water when enjoying the privilege with your four-legged family 
member. www.veterinaeramt.bs.ch/hundehaltung/vor-dem-kauf-eines-
hundes/badeplaetze-rhein.html 
The Geoportal website of Basel-Stadt offers interactive maps with practical 
information on just about everything from recycling stations, parks, and 
forests to day-care centers, schools, and so much more. If you go to the site 
at https://map.geo.bs.ch, switch the language to English and type in the 
word “dogs,” the option “signalisation for dogs” will appear. Click on it to 
get a map of Basel depicting the locations where dogs are forbidden (red), 
need to be on a short leash (blue), as well as where there are fenced-in 
(dark green) and non-fenced dog areas (light green) in the city and along 
the Rhein where dogs are allowed to play off-leash. 
If you live outside of Basel, the Hundespielplatz Eiken is a great dog park. 
It is organized as a club, however, where you have to become a member and 
pay an annual fee in order to use the facility (www.hundespielplatz-eiken.ch).

www.veterinaeramt.bs.ch/hundehaltung/vor-dem-kauf-eines-hundes/badeplaetze-rhein.html

